
Editorially: Eurovision, NATO, Leaks
This issue comes just before next Eurovision Song Contest (ESC) in Liverpool, 9,11 and 13th of May. 
No, Britain didn't win last year, but as they came second - their best run since the win in 1997 - they 
were offered to take over the show, since the ESC couldn't be in winning Ukraine, risking Russia 
would send an entry in the form of a missile. And what place is better for music than the hometown of 
the Beatles! I adored them as  a kid...still do, I must confess.
  This year there's a fair chance for the Swedish entry, an ESC comeback by the 2012 winner Loreen 
whose "Tattoo" is bookmaker favourite with quite a margin. She might tie the score with Ireland, to 
seven wins for both l'Irelande and Swedonia (also joining Johnny Logan as twice winner). I think the 
best should she happen to win would be to get the ESC to ABBAland precisely 50 years after 
"Waterloo" in 1974! - the year ABBA stormed the stage, if you remember. Mamma mia, imagine what 
a huge party that would be! Especially as the foursome recently made an album and avatar 
comeback. More about the Eurovision later.
  As I write this the Finnish flag has just being raised over the NATO Brussels HQ. The blue and 
yellow cross flag lies folded around the corner. The wait is just domestic Turkish politics. Their big-
mouthed president Erdogan faces an election in May and needs to look like a tough guy for the 
voters. He knows that we won't and can't get Swedish citizens extradited, and that this Danish 
provateaur burning books isn't our fault. (Personally I think that this organised superstition we call 
"religion" is a legitimate target for criticism and ridicule, but burning books has bad Nazi vibes. There 
are other ways.) After their election the NATO janitor will go and fetch our flag, probably coming 
summer. The Americans and others are mad with the Turks and won't sell them even a slingshot if 
they don't get in line. I'm not too worried, as the Russians are too occupied scrapping their tanks on 
Ukrainian soil, killing children and scare their young boys too flee the country. Putin brings out rusting 
T-54/55 tanks, a design from the 1940's, from outdoor Siberian storage, uses helmets from WWII, 
issues body armour made for paintball and use a second line to shoot unwilling gun fodder soldiers if 
they retreat. These huge Russian failures are rooted in corruption, clumsy Soviet tactics and 
sanctions in an already mismanaged and lethargic economy going in a downward spin.
  The expression "take a leak" has a new meaning. Everyone talks about this 21 year old wargamer 
imitating Kim Philby. I'm not too worried: the equipment deliveries and military speculations leaked 
are just about what we already know from newspapers and other open sources. The worst damage is 
probably what it does for trust in US info gathering and security. The leak is a junior air national 
guardsman (!) wanting to brag for 30 friends in a wargames group. Up to 2 million (!) military affiliated 
Americans are said to have similar access to secret files. Good grief! Even the ESFS has tighter 
"security"... They still refuse to inform the fannish public about nominations for the Grand Master 
award, an official, public business. https://www.esfs.info/esfs-nominations-2023/ is mysteriously 
silent! Faithful readers remember how claimed “four” nominations mismatch 6+ known ones for well-
deserved Bertil Falk,  but refuse to give info so the lost niominations can be checked! This zine will 
continue to cover and if needed act upon these irregularities. BTW, congracts to Bertil, 90 in a few 
days! If anyone around wants to spring a leak the ESFS-nominations he richly deserves, you have 
my E-mail...
  There'll be a mixed bag in History Corner. Research material from the Royal Library hasn't fully 
dried up yet. At the same time I have a lot of fannish and skiffy history material collected through the 
many years I spent researching my Swefandom fancyclopedia. I continue to sneak around and find 
interesting stuff, so the History Corner won't be history any time soon. To the contrary, sf and fan 
history is a cornucopia and there's a huge need to show it! It seems many who today who imagine 
they are "fans" have little grasp of fandom's naturhistory and true nature.
  I'll also report on this fascinating guy Swedenborg.Scientist, space traveller in spirit, inventor.
  And with those words I leave the case to the jury: you, poor readers!

--Ahrvid Engholm, Rédactrice en chef  
And please review or mention Intermission in your soc media etc. New readers may ask ahrvid@hotmail for the PDF!

IINNTTEERRMMIISSSSIIOONN  ##131322
E-zine by Ahrvid Engholm, ahrvid@hotmail.com, for EAPA, N'APA and more Homo Fannishus. Follow 
ed's newstweets from @SFJournalen. Here are the votes from the Intermission jury: History Corner 8 
points, LON Olsson 10 points, Lots of Typos 12 points. Thanks for a wonderful show! Late April 2022.

Ukrainian farmers have now captured so many Russian tanks, they have the third largest military in Europe...Ukrainian farmers have now captured so many Russian tanks, they have the third largest military in Europe...
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ESCape into Schlager
We call it "Schlager", a 
word borrowed from 
German and meaning "hit 
songs". The biggest 
Schlager festival in the 
world is the Eurovision 
Song Contest, and in early 
May it takes place near 
Penny Lane, just off 
Strawberry Fields - ie 
Liverpool. It should have 
been in Ukraine but 
certain problem relating to 
one Mr P in Moscow 
makes it a bit risky. So a 
certain Space Man took the ESC to Britain, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fU5cJfaX3DI (Rhis will 
have several links, just click to to hear the music). If you want to know more about Eurovision there 
are instructions here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YuszTGJlRoo from the 2016 host Måns & 
Petra, that many want to see more of (a reason to vote for...us!)
  Since Agnetha, Björn, Benny, Anni-Frid left the Waterloo https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=3FsVeMz1F5c battlefield victorious in 1974, the 
history book has repeated itself five times - six wins in 
total make us the runner up after Ireland with seven. 
The Irish even had one Mr Johnny Logan winning twice. 
In 2023 the most Schlager crazy bunch in Europe has 
taken up the challenge to get even with the Irish, aiming 
for a seventh laurel, and duplicating Johnny's double. 
Many think that one of the best winners after ABBA is 
Ms Loreen's "Euphoria" from 2012, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4nJcmLMb5to . So 
why not dust her off, squeeze here under a giant LCD 
screen and tell her to sing her heart out! The result, 
"Tattoo", is presently oddsmakers favourite at 40%  'with 
Finland second on 15% (which doesn't worry me, maybe 
something is wrong in my head but their entry this year 
is more sounds than music! - anteeksi Suomi!). Have a 

peek and say what you think: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=b3vJfR81xO0 Moroccan-Swedish (born, 
raised here, by parents of the Berber tribe) 
Loreen has explained that tattoos are 
traditional decorations for Berber women, for 
protection and good luck, so the song is a 
homage to her background.
  The coronation of king Charles III takes 
place May 6th and just a few days later we 
may see the coronation of Queen Loreen of 
Melodyland. The pessimist will note there's 
60% risk she'll lose, but there's a good reason to hope for the best: if the stars have aligned 

Odds look good for Loreen to be crowned Eurovision queen!

Petra & Måns, 2016 hosts, explain what's it all about.

ABBA in Brighton, 1974.
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themselves in such a way that if this spectacle comes to Sweden in 2024 it's exactly half a 
millennium after colourful leotards 
and the smiles of two of the best 
singers in pop, with the two best 
pop composers since John & 
Paul, melted the hearts of 
hundreds of millions from a stage 
in Brighton. (And who won't 
remember the sf Worldcons 
taking place there too!)
  Having ESC finals celebrating 
50 years of the best band in 
pop'n'roll, barring the Beatles, will 
cause cosmic cataclysms. It will 
be the mother of all parties. If 
we're lucky we'll see Måns and 
Petra return (history's best ESC 
host according to polls), not to forget the unforgettable, confused, funny EBU "spokesperson" Lynda 
Woodruff https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u5_KHY5ZEWM And maybe they'll borrow  the 
ABBAtars? (The grey-bearded, cane-carrying band itself only do studios today, not stages.)
  To understand the background, the Swedes are the craziest eurovisionaries you'll find. The local 
SVT network selects every year's entry with a six weeks long big, travelling show, to top viewership 
and miles of newspaper columns, where 32 songs compete selected from thousands mailed in.

  Ten years after ABBA, the pastel coloured dancing shirts of the Herrey 
Brothers conquered the ESC trophy https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=dGNUco3mmk0 with "Diggiloo Diggiley" (meaning just "tra-la-la"). 
Dancing also commenced when Carola in 1991 secured our third win 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7wnS4nu-bOc. Both Herreys and 
Carola sang in Swedish, but to be on the safe side Charlotte grabbed 
the fourth statuette in English in 1999
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EFn9Hd8_3Wk .
  Language rules 
have shifted but 
since many years 
any language is 
permissible - 
made up fantasy 
languages have 
happened, but not 
Klingon (this far). 
Win five and six 

for Sweden was in my view two of the best. 
Loreen's "Euphoria" 2012 has a link above and 
Måns Zelmerlöw became a winning "Hero" in 
2016 (later returning to host the event) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UuE1azNwNeo .
  One thing I haven't mentioned yet is how the date April 6 1974 (ABBA in Brighton) was very 
significant in another way: that very date Björn Skifs climbed to #1 spot on the Billboard list in the US, 
as the first Swedish singer ever. He did it with a fine cover of "Hooked on a Feeling", for unknown 
reason also used in the movie "Guardians of the Galaxy" (2014) https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=_ZKZ_lQ5FW May 6 1974 has thus been called the birthday of Swedish international pop music.

Loreen on stage with "Tattoo". 40% favourite! Long-nailed Fingers crossed.

"Lynda Woodruff" (Sarah Dawn 
Finer) misunderstands things as 
"EBU spokesperson". Back in 2024?

Brothers Herrey won in 1984, diggilooing with golden shoes.
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 But to take us back to the Eurovision, let me finish with a favourite that never made it to the ESC 
finals. The jury must have had wax in their ears not to fancy "Michelangelo" sung by Mr Skifs, here in 
an English version: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EOhBIaOt1oU
  Se you in Stockholm...perhaps Gothenburg...or Malmö...in 2024! Fingers crossed.
  And that concludes the report from the Intermission jury.

  History CornerHistory Corner
In last issue famous space reporter and artist Eugen Semitjov showed kids building a rocket in the 
back garden. But of course you need a space suit too. Here's Eugen again, from Allers #25 1958. We 
begin with the description at the page bottom and you can probably fit the other texts to the right 
parts of the drawing.
  

WE MAKE A SPACE SUIT. / The space suit will become of the most important toolsfor man when conquering 
space. We are adapted to earthly conditions, and the space suit will have oxygen, the air pressure and tempe-
rature we are used to and must have even when we are in empty space or on planets with different conditions.  
It shall also have a radio receiver and transmitter so we can talk with each other. There already exist some 
space suits that could be used on the Moon. They have costed more than 1 million SEK to construct. But the 
space suit you can make will be much cheaper - with a little imagination it may cost almost nothing. The big 
figure is a spaceman in full equipment and other things you see are things you need and how to make them. If 
you like you can try to make your "space suit" resemble a real one even. / THE HELMET is your crown, so be 
careful when you make it. You should be able to find a bucket or a tin can big enough. / THE ROCKET GUN 
isn't a weapon, but a little hand-held rocket to use to move around in space. Beside following the instructions 
here, you could also adapt and put a handle on a flashlight that lights up when you "fire". / A SAFETY CORD 
is what the spaceman uses outside the rocket or space station. You can make it like a lasso. / THE DASH-
BOARD on the chest is used to regulate air and heating in the suit. / ON THE BACK the spaceman has tubes, 
air for the suit and fuel for the rocket gun.Make hose connections between the tubes and the helmet and 
rocket gun. Use corks to fasten the hose. / THE STRAPS carrying the equipment on the back and chest can 
be thread through the helmet so everything goes together. / The space helmet can be made by a big cookie 
can. Cut out the window and room for the shoulders. Use a file to even the edges or glue rubber mouldings 
there. Glue a sheet of celluloid over the window. Drill or cut up breathing holes at the front and the sides and 
make sharp edges soft. Make an antenna from iron wire and solder it in place. Then paint the helmet with a 
bright colour - preferably white so it won't become too warm in the sun.../You make the rocket gun from a 
block of wood. Make a handle and fix it with nails. Glue a funnel from cardboard to the front. Paint all details. 
Put the fuel hose on a piece of cork. / The cord can be made like a lasso. The dials control the air and temp-
erature of the suit. Put some radio dials on a plank or cardboard box and then paint it.Nail a couple of long 
straps ton the back. Use the things you have and - your imagination. The straps must be attached to the tubes 
in the back. Fasten them to the helmet so so everything is more tightly attached. / The air tubes are made from 
paper rolls or boxes. Both round or squared work equally well. Cork.Crossbars to run the straps through. Fuel 
for the rocket gun. / The space suit itself can be made from a tracksuit. Put swimming trunks over it. It 
becomes more "real" with a hose from the tubes to the helmet, and one to the rocket gun. Put thick rubber 
under a pair of sandals and you'll have space shoes. Now you are ready for your first space journey!  

Intermission still has some left of the Royal Library finds, also much from my general sf & fandom 
research and lots more (if in English you can read it directly,no need to spend all efforts translating!). 

To my Swedish readers (on 2023 story contest): 24e upplagan avTo my Swedish readers (on 2023 story contest): 24e upplagan av

FANTASTIKNOVELLTÄVLINGEN är igång. Prispengar, böcker ochFANTASTIKNOVELLTÄVLINGEN är igång. Prispengar, böcker och

hemligt pris för din fantastiska novell! Max 50 K senast 3 sep tillhemligt pris för din fantastiska novell! Max 50 K senast 3 sep till

fantastiknovell@yahoo.com  SAMT  ahrvid@hotmail.com. fantastiknovell@yahoo.com  SAMT  ahrvid@hotmail.com. 
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  Let's turn to Uncle Hugo G. Not only did he publish electronics mags, the first clean-cut sf 
magazine, the serious sex rag Sexology (covered in an earlier issue), ca 1952-1963 he every 
Christmas distributed about 5000 copies of a booklet titled Forecast full of gernsbackian technological 
wet dreams! (I have PDFs of the 1955-59 issues. Tell me if you have other ones!) His 1954 forecast 
correctly assumes the first spacecrafts will be unmanned carrying cameras (see "Television-Guided 
Spaceship"), but was wrong thinking it'd be atomic powered (though correct  with designing ship with 
the atomic part separated because of radiation). But for some reason this gung-ho Mr 
OneToForeseeForUs pessimistically thought first flight would be in1970...
  Following Hugo's space speculations, he begins to talk about having a radio inside a watch. He is 
right saying transistors make it possible, but thinks you'll listen to it by continuously holding your hand 







near the ear! (Earphones, 
Hugo?)
  Time for very early 
atomic war speculations. 
In Dagens Nyheter Nov 28 
1946, scientists fear 
there'll be atomic bombs 
around every major city - 
hovering in space - and 
anyone can blow up any 
city any time so Danes 
getting mad will simply 
blast Stockholm (mange 
takk!), but hopes are we 
get "Peace and Quiet  
Instead of Dramatic  
Ragnarök":
  

Visions of the future can't go 
beyond Ragnarök, says
professor Gustaf Ljunggren 
of the Defence Research 
Institute...with the resources 
war has brought along the 
end of mankind may be 
dramatic. But visions of  
future doesn't have to lead to 
Ragnarök.You may also 
imagine a quiet and peaceful  
world, where the inventions 
and progress made in war 
are used for productive work 
/The reporter meet the 
professor in his office in 
Ursvik/ "Nothing is more 
difficult than predictions," he 
says. When he came to 
Ursvik the facilities were 
considered too big - now 8 
years later they are 
hopelessly crammed. As 
proof he picks s book from the shelf published by a foresighted military 1916. It's about future wars and says 
air power will never become important, as "aeroplanes are worthless in rain and the dark" - Zeppelins could be 
considered, operated from hangars in Boden, Stockholm and Malmö. "It's easy to laugh. But these authors 
weren't very conservative in 1916., they knew their stuff. We can't blame them for not predicting echo radio 
and other things to come. /Guided Atomic Projectiles in the Stratosphere/ Future wars? Professor Ljungren 
picks up a booklet from his pocket, the US scientist and atomic researcher Louis Ridenours one-act play on 
the end of the world. Here is portrayed how the US president sometime in the future enters a HQ and wants to  
see the defence arrangements. Yes, there is peace but everything is ready: guided atomic projectiles hover 
above all cities, and from the HQ they can be sent to any city they want to obliterate - to rub out what's not 
wanted, there are death buttons everywhere on a neat map. "The only thing," they tell the president, "every 
country has done the same. An attack is immediately responded by a counter attack. There are atomic bombs 
ready to blow up the US too." And then someone happens to put the finger on the button for Copenhagen. It 
blows up, and the Danes who know no enemy, suspect Sweden and presses their button for Stockholm just to  
be safe, and the Swedish government targets London, London targets all of America - and the curtain slowly 
descends over a dark world. /Next War in the Laboratories / Tactics is technology in practice, Professor 
Ljunggren continues..."and technology is science in practice - all future predictions in military science depend 
on basic sciences and the progress there. During the war there was practically no branch of science not 
engaged in the war efforts. I may prophecy one thing about future wars with certainty: they will more and more  
be influenced by science - what comes in next war is right now worked out in scientific laboratories and 
institutions around the world. Those doing the experiments may perhaps not think of war use of the results - 



and we must follow that development." The atomic bomb? Professor Ljunggren sighs. "What new can be said 
about it?" /A Planet as Common Enemy/ "We must remember that independently from atomic energy we have 
new fuels, rocket and jet power, guided  supersonic  missiles, Jules Verne's From Earth to the Moon wasn't a 
bad prediction here - though he didn't now about reaction power and counted on cannons. But to establish 

communication between the different planets could become reality faster 
than one thinks. - and then HG Wells War of the Worlds will become just as 
good as Verne's lunar  journey. We may perhaps not reach unity on our 
planet until we get a common enemy from an alien planet. /War Research 
May Contribute to A Peaceful World/ "But let's not forget," professor 
Ljungren says and smiles warmly, "that many of the things researched in 
service of war can be connected to a better and more peaceful world. War 
stimulates enterprising - what takes 10 years in peace takes 1.5 year in war. 
Think about how penicillin, the insect repellent DDT and other things were 
rushed through during the troubled years. Questions of protection from the 
air will cause city building to be more spread out than the crammed one 
today - and that leads to a different way of life that may show itself to be for 
the good. The need for workplaces under the ground forces science to make 
progress for ventilation, air conditioning and lighting - it gives a better 
workplace indoors and also "summer sun". We may come far there in the 
future.
  

Getting better working conditions because of atomic bombs...!
  Sweden's first sf con, Luncon 18-19 Aug 1956, have been covered 
here before. Here's more I found in my Fandboken, the Swefandom 
fancyclopedia, material folder (I add stuff there for future new 
editions). I think it's from a Swecon, likely from legendary fan Lars-

Olov Strandberg who always snpped photos. First we have a full page ad from sf mag Häpna! 
Saying: Luncon Sweden's first sf con in Lund 18-19/8 / Organiser SF Club Utopia / All sf interested 
invited / Luncon's purpose: 1. To create personal contacts between sf fans. 2. To create a true sf 
spirit and benefit exchange of ideas and views in both discussions and club magazines. 3. To 
stimulate the activities of sf clubs. / The con has eg: lectures on scientific, topical questions. Lectures  
on sf literature. Sf manuscript auction, magazines, books. Sf films. Last a welcome and names and 

clubs of the committee. The picture is of Professor Knut 
Lundmark, lecturer at the con. He was actually a world celebrity, 
but in the end couldn't come due to illness. Fandboken has 
these examples from the 
program: Lecture by KG 
Kindberg - Häpna!  
Publisher - on anti-gravity,  

dito Lars Persson (on UFOs?), dito by Dr Anna Lundquist on  
mutations, dito Björn Nyberg on sf literature. (Nyberg had co-
authored a Conan novel published in the US!). In a small 
reminder in Häpna! we read, after name/date/place: All Swedish 
fans must come. No one can afford to miss this chance. And for 
the program it adds: confidential information and research about  
space stations and "anti-gravity" ... The con in Lund will certainly  
be interesting and sensational.  Submit your application already  
today to the Lund club chairman Kjell Petterson (form on  
opposing page). And the form From SF Club Utopia in Lund 
informs: For the con to run smooth we've done our best to  
attend to the comfort of attendees. Since the committee  
includes a travel agent it's possible to make travel plans and  
book  tickets (ordinary, seating, sleeping). And likewise we'll if  
possible book hotel or other lodging. Private lodging for at least 



ten can be had for free, provided you bring 
bedsheets or sleeping bag. Accommodation  
will then be partly in Malmö, partly in Lund. 
Attendees should state preferred 
alternative. If you deposit SEK5 paid 
together with the application for LUNCON, 
we will if possible arrange a hotel room. In 
that case state what price range the room 
may be in, and single or double. (It's 
suitable if members from the same club 
share a room, as it has shown easier to find  
doubles than singles.) As it is of importance  
that we can meet con attendees by the 
trains, everyone should fill in the below 
completely. We will then in good time send 
a travel plan with a time table. The form 
asks for name, address etc, details about 
the train (leaving, returning, stations, 1 or 2 
class, sleeping ticket, hotel room, price 

range, private lodging wanted, other wishes)  to send to Kjell Pettersson, 24a St Tvär street Lund 
before 1 Aug. Your ordered tickets will be mailed in  
good time, cash on delivery. Finally, a shocking 
picture from Luncon! We here find the hidden truth 
about the womenizing Don Juan Lars-Olov 
Strandberg (2005 Worldcon GoH) On this picture 
from Luncon (see note on the door). He's busy 
seducing some unfortunate lady. Who knew he was 
such a lady-killer! According to a list of the 39 
attendees, three femmefans attended, so she is 
either Maj-Britt Krabisch, Barbro Olsson or Gisela 

Molander .(Gisela was BTW co-editor of the first 
femmezine, Space Reporter, published around that 
time.) The picture on the left from next con  Stockon, 23-
25 Aug 1957, was taken from one of the many 
newspaper articles (in earlier History Corny). But I did 
something interesting. I used a filter to reduce the print 
page halftone dotting, an AI sharpening service and let 
another AI colourise it! We see (L to R): Carl-Olof 
Elsner, Gabriel Setterborg,Sture Lönnerstrand, Leif 
Helgesson, Lennart Sörensen and Carl H Bierbaum, all 
BNF of the days! Gabriel coedited early zine Cosmos 
News, Sture was poet, author, founder of the Futura 
club, the others headed clubs and an (short lived) SF 
Union. The big artwork on the wall was by Sven O 
Emilsson (later Gripsborn).
Through most of the 1970s until the early 1980s, a 
certain Stieg Larsson was quite active in sf fandom. But 

The venue for Luncon, called Herrgården ("The Mansion") 
Unfortunately owned by a sobriety organisation... And as earlier 
noted, the main and only radio news of the day reported!



there's been few photos of this by now 
famous crime writer. But one I found is 
here: Stieg talking on the phone in the 
Scandinavian SF Association (where he 
also became chairman) clubhouse, which 
doubled as the first SF Bookstore. I 
recognise the general layout of the shelves 
you can see in the background. 
  Finally, a fun story in Dagens Nyheter 10 
Aug, 1967, "The Ultimate Weapon":
  

Sf is a misunderstood and maligned genre you 
read too little of. That's a pity because deep 
inside the genre isn't as strange and crazy as 
it would seem. Many who rightly sees the 
scourge of God and illusions of the Devil in the 
concoctions of space technology reacts to the 

machinery  lurking in the sf environment. Others who are more 
pessimistic and misanthropic and therefore see life the right way 
are irritated by the insane fantasies in some sf books about a 
united world where people live a civic life without fighting each 
other. And most are angry at the basic thought of sf literature, to 
anticipate development and write how the future will be. That's 
bad enough. But it is a misunderstanding.You see, by meddling 
with the time perspective and inventing a hypothetical 
background the sf author may peacefully write about the 
contemporary civilisation and criticise the raw, honest truths 
without risk that the easily irritated people understand what they 
mean. It must be be relief for a writer to write that way. I came to 
think of this when I recently borrowed a room from a well-read 
friend and in the middle of his deep bookshelf found a few issues 
of an old sf magazine Häpna! - a good name - which you 
perhaps can't find any more. /Title means "Be astounded!" and 
the mag folded in1966. / In one of the issues was a strange little 
story I recognised. I had probably read it sometime many years 
ago. It's about The Ultimate Weapon, about the world is it's 
organised in about 3000 years forward in time. Everyone in the 
galaxy are united in some sort of universal empire, lead by a 
high council and everyone are deeply civilised, psychologically 
and morally incapable of doing harm and therefore live in peace. 
Except the strange people on planet Earth. They were so warring 
that they couldn't mix with other beings without slaughtering 
them. Because of this they in the beginning of time after a lot of 
hassle subdued earth people and sedated them on a planet 
where they now were stored in some sort of refrigerators in long, 
long rows Just as the US president these days through a secret 
telephone may order a nuclear attack  - if needed, in the name of  
peace - the chairman of the highest council of the galaxy the 
lone power to in times of disaster release the Ultimate Weapon. 
The weapon the peaceful empire has is a horrible device. And so 
there is an invasion by some strange, cruel figures from an alien 

Stieg Larsson and phone in SFSF HQ, aka the SF Bookstore. Was 
this when he tried to fix films for Mnicon 5 just before the film 
companies closed for the weekend?



world. The police can't deal with them, they loot and blow up and destroy. The galactic empire is threatened 
with going under. Despite despair in his peaceful heart the chairman issues the order that releases the 
ultimate weapon. They thaw up the Earth people, who step out of their boxes, raise up in their fine uniforms, 
enters the spaceships and loads up the guns. The war starts. It goes bad for the intruders. The story doesn't 
end there, but it could have. I think that if people read the story will shake their heads at such fantasies about 
a civilisation so advanced. So I put the magazine back  in the shelf and returned to reading about reality in the 
newspaper.
  

I don't know who signature "Sander" is, but it seems he likes our skiffy. Does anyone know what story 
he describes? I have a vague memory of having read it.  I 
sounds like something by, say, Eric Frank Russell.
  Finally, I'm not sure this qualifies for the History Corner, 
except it's about the possibly oldest amateur film club in the 
world, the Bradford Movie Makers 
http://bradfordmoviemakers.com/ founded in 1932 (as the 
Bradford Cine Club but stemming from meetings began in 1926, 
the Amazing year). With dwindling membership, no money and 
a clubhouse in need of  repair, the documentary "A Bunch of  
Amateurs" is a charming story about real enthusiasts. Our local 
SVT shows it here https://www.svtplay.se/video/8q13vzy/dox-
ett-gang-amatorer (geo-restricted, but use VPN or something if 
you know how). As you know from eg my report from Sweden's 
Short Film Festival I like amateur film making. These guys have made 300 films through their 90 
years! Read https://www.thetelegraphandargus.co.uk/news/23077119.worlds-oldest-amateur-film-
making-club-hits-big-screen/  But now an unexpected fannish twist...
  Suddenly we see our old buddy Jim Walker in the middle of the gang, who at I have met on 
numerous sf cons! I remember Jim once treated me with typical British fish & chips on a Worldcon! 
(Glasgow 2005 I belive.) He says he'll be on Eurocon in Uppsala (8-11 June) so we can all met him 
there. The world is small, indeed.
     

An Evening with Swedenborg
I'm like Ukraine: I'm being occupied. At least partially. I have a writing project, kept under wraps for 
the time being, and this spring I'm taking the course "Creating Worlds" (distance course, 'Net 
learning), all of it taking up extra time. So I've cut down on external events, and though there's been a 
couple since lastish they were rather mundane, not anything from the top of your list.
  But I must tell you about an evening with the Swedenborg society!

  I went there last year too, when there was the annual Stockholm 
Culture Night, an evening when hundreds of museums, galleries and 
other institutions have extra programs and events for free. The 
Swedenborgians have their Library and Forum in the southern district 
(51 Öland Street), kilometres from most of the other things that went on 
this year's Culture Night (April 22). So for logistical reasons I decided to 
start with Swedenborg and try something else if it turned out dull.
  It didn't. They offered both music and literature and film! And chocolate 
and red wine. And of course this strange, interesting man Swedenborg, 
scientist and inventor and mystic spiritualist from the 18th Century. He 
claimed to have had contacts with aliens and other worlds and started a 
New Church. He designed one of the earliest aeroplanes and published 
Sweden's first scientific journal! In those days the borderline between 
science and the occult was very thin. (Newton was into alchemy gold 
making. Astronomy mixed with astrology. Etc.) Born of a wealthy mining 
family (the father later became bishop) as Emanuel Swedberg. He 

Jim Walker, from the world's oldest film club.

Emanuel Swedenborg 1688-1772, 
scientist, mystic, writer, inventor.
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modified his name to 
Swedenborg when he 
was ennobled in 1712. 
He studied science at 
Uppsala University and 
went on the - for the 
wealthy - customary 
Grand Tour of Europe 
1710-1715 where he 
met several leading 
men of science. He 
devoted himself to 
science and 
engineering for a couple 
of decades when he came back and became a friend of the great scientist and engineer Christopher 
Polhem, whose many inventions and ideas made up the bulk of the scientific journal - Sweden's first, 
with active support by king Charles XII who Swedenborg had met -  Daedalus Hyperboreus (six 
issues 1716-17 https://www.britannica.com/topic/Daedalus-Hyperboreus). After 20 years of serious 
science he became increasingly interested in religious and occult speculations, especially after 1744 
when he began having strange dreams. On his science writings: https://swedenborg.com/emanuel-

swedenborg/scientific-writings/ About his life: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emanuel_Swedenborg
  In his spiritual speculations and dream sights, he often 
ventured far out in space claiming to have dream meetings 
with angels and beings of the planets in our solar system and 
even further away worlds. It was presented in 10 800 
numbered paragraphs. These seem to be the basis of his 
revamping of Christianity, leading to what became the New 
Church. It is fully alive today, particularly in London, UK, and 
the USA, Cambridge (Mass). 
Some info sites: 

https://swedenborg.org/ https://swedenborg.com/ 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swedenborgian_Church_of_North_America

For some reason, Swedenborg has much 
more followers abroad than in Sweden! I don't 
have exact figures, but the group running the 
Swedenborg Library and Forum probably 
numbers 50-100 or so. About 30 turned up 
this evening, but I also learned the 
Swedenborgians have a lot of "hang-arounds" 
who are interested in Swedenborg without 
being active or members. Also, the 
Swedenborgians seem to be very open 
minded and nothing like one of those strange 
cults we sometimes see. I had a good look 
through their well-stocked library, which 
contains a bit of everything - all about 
Swedenborg of course (and much has been 
written!), philosophy, science, religion, the 

A model of Swedenborg's flying machine. It 
could perhaps have worked as a glider?

Swedenborg's notes about "A Machine to Rise in the Weather". He left 20 000+ pages of 
notes: "dream sights", religious speculations, inventions etc! Mostly written in Latin.

Page from Swedenborg's 
science mag, equations and all.

Daedalus Hyperboreaus ("Northern 
Daedalus") published by 
Swedenborg 1716-1717 with six 
issues was Sweden's first scientific 
journal.
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occult, art. A good description may be that it's a smaller version of the Archive for the Unexplained, 
that Intermission covered a few issues back.
 The evening began with  romantic music on flute and piano to get us into the right mood.

  Then it was time for actor Berit Lundberg to talk 
about poets of early 19th Century English romantic 
poets and read poems by them:Byron, Shelley, 
Coleridge, Wordsworth and finally Keats. She read 
Swedish translation. Keats was her favourite and he 
was translated by Sven Christer Swahn who we 
know from the sf world (SCS used to read my sf 
newszine!). English romanticism  was described as 
a "revolutionary" art movement, and supposedly 
that connects it to Swedenborg who also had many 
revolutionary thoughts. Percy Shelley was of course 
husband of Mary Shelley, though he unfortunately 
died much too early, drowning during a storm at age 
29. I like poetry! The famous “Frankenstein” horror 
workshop in Switzerland in 1816 wasn't covered, 
alas.. Why did romantic poets suddenly indulge in 

ghastly terror one wonders. 
  Here's a fragment of Lord Byron's "Darkness", that venture 
into space, later followed by Armageddon, 
https://genius.com/Lord-byron-darkness-annotated (I don't 
remember if this was read):
  

I had a dream, which was not all a dream.
The bright sun was extinguished, and the stars

Did wander darkling in the eternal space,
Rayless, and pathless, and the icy Earth

Swung blind and blackening in the moonless air;
Morn came and went - and came, and brought no day

  

  Next was a lecture by Susanna Åkerman on the artist and Swedenborgian Oskar Bergman, 1879-
1963 (who read through all the 10 800 dream sights etc twice!). He liked to paint birch trees.

Bergman was inspired by eg Japanese woodcuts, as you 
may see. Fowerbed's colours in Swedenborg's thought 
meant: white=faith,red=love,blue=truth, yellow=mercy.

Watching a Swedenborg documentary.

https://genius.com/Lord-byron-darkness-annotated


  After a pause with chocolate and some wine 
we saw a documentary about Swedenborg. 
It's not exactly these, but I found others on 
Youtub, and have a look if you're curious: 
"Heaven, Hell and Other Places" 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4UR-
ik9JQT0 , "Splendors of the Spirit: 
Swedenborg's Quest for Insight " 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=RdzeFKh9_D4 and "The Spirituality of 
Aliens - Swedenborg & Life" 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=WHKcQE1EbRA - and there are more to find. The last film has heavy skiffy vibes!
  I've never been impressed by "dream sights". Scientists can tell us that dreams are just the brain 
rehashing impressions and info you already have, to purge and sort among them, so I guess I'm not 
much of a Swedenborgian. At the same time, I find the man interesting, even fascinating! He invented 
aeroplanes (of sorts), believed in life in the universe, published sciene magazines, etc!

Mailing Comments
Comments to only EAPA (NAPA has no new mailing). And why not consider doing a fanzine, and join!
  Henry Grynnsten: "/Asimov/ was under the impression, that this was legitimate and permissible flirtation." I 
agree. // "Gjor" was a silly typo. I meant "gjord" of course (fixed!). ★ ★ I saw "foo fighters" explained as ball 
lightning produced by static electricity, which charged when the bombers moved through the air.The way they 
moved around the wings indicates that it could be so.   I've never written a TV or film script, don't think I ★★
could and the film "UFO Sweden" (see January ish) has already done something similar.   "The term sexual★★  
assault refers to.." etc. I googled your definition, and it seems to come from organisations like Rainn.org, 
dedicated to sex crimes and thus having aim to describe things as gross as possible. Lets consult Webster's, a 
reputable source. "Assault" is described as "1. a violent physical or verbal attack /"verbal" is irrelevant/. 2. a 
military attack... 3. a concentrated effort..." I defined assault as "violently attack with the purpose of hurting or 
subduing someone" That's consistent with Webster's 1 and 3 (2 is irrelevant since no one argues that Asimov 
militarily assaulted women). Groping can't be called an "assault"! You say Asimov couldn't have been 
"inhibited and insecure in his relations to the opposite sex /since he/ didn’t stammer, blush, or fall silent". But 
people behave in  different ways. You may be inhibited without blushing, stammering or being silent. It is for 
instance well-known that many try to hide insecurity by talking too much and being outward-acting. You simply 
try to over-compensate. Asimov had problems knowing how to connect to women, so he over-compensated by 
making physically direct contact (=groping).   "Asimov's/ character development was sparse". For me, that ★★
usually feels liberating. Some writers writes lengthy internal psychological babble that's just boring. I think 
Asimov's character development was adequate, he wrote what was needed for the story and the plot. (In a 
later comment you BTW seem to agree that it works for Asimov's stories.)   You say "general fiction" (what ★★
we often call mainstream) is about people. No mainstream is also about ideas, or more precise: how to resolve 
a conflict or solve a problem. All meaningful stories are about that. In mainstreams conflicts/problems are dealt 
with via the methods we have in our world. In a sf we may also speculate about new methods that don't exist 
yet, but what if they existed...   "Psychology" in fiction is overrated because it is always based on only one ★★
person - the author. That makes the psychology very narrow and one-sided.   Well, Asimov was autodidact ★★
in many areas and very intelligent. I would trust him to have interesting and revealing things to say on many 
subjects, even though he wasn't "formally" an expert in it.   "the human brain is far too complex to be copied★★  
exactly with current systems". Well, not really. The human brain's complexity is from connections among huge 
number of basically simple things (braincells). The low-level components themselves aren't complex. The 
layout of the town of London is very complex, but that's from having a huge number of streets. But every street 
in London itself isn't anything complex or difficult to comprehend. I's a stretch of flat ground. The human brain's 
smallest components, some 85 Billion neurons, can be fairly well be simulated in AIs. But the huge number of 
the components between the simple neural components is what matters and those self-oirganise. AIs make a 
lot of trial runs and create the connections by lightning fast trial and error. Our brain is here slower. Cab drivers 
in London are required to know how to find every street, something that may take years to learn (and studies 
have show that the brain parts for localising of London Cabbies actually grow as they train).   "AI has ideas ★★
in areas that we can’t understand, we can’t know that they are wrong.” Difficult to know anything about yet, 
and we know the principles behind (connections, trial and error). My tests with ChatGPT this far implies it's 
imagination is rather limited. With minor exceptions results are rather bland... But they will improve!   "You ★★

From "The Spirituality of Aliens". Have Spacesuit - Will Travel...
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may put in an algorithm which /doesn't say/ under which circumstances you STOP" Well, AI's using an 
external "check algorithm" should work, as independent of the AI. You claim " we have no possibility of writing 
those kinds of algorithms" but we don't write them, we create them through training (and we can write the 
training algorithms). You can set conditions for calling for the fire brigade even if ignorant of how to build a 
house. Do we see smoke? Yes. Do we see flames through a window? Yes. Call the fire brigade!   "the AI ★★
trainers continually interfere with the system and correct problems" - no the algorithms interfere and correct. 
Systems can learn wrong things, a Microsoft chatbot became a Hitler for example.   Interesting ★★ Wild Ideas 
issue, anyway. I agree with a lot of what you say about identity politics. People's mental ability to think they are 
- or pretend they are - something else than in reality seem to have no bounds. The Preussan general von 
Bleucher thought he was pregnant with an elephant. King Charles VI of France thought he was made of glass. 
People sometimes think they can fly  - even without LSD. Some have contact with aliens via devices implanted 
in their heads, they think. The solution isn't to capitulate to such whims, but to try counter them. The very tragic 
thing with promoting “trans rights", "intersexuality" and such is that it lures undeveloped, insecure young 
teenagers to make bad decisions they may (and often will!) regret for the rest of their lives. We should not let 
people under legal age have hormones and operations, never without the consent of the parents (as fully 
grown-ups they have better judgement and they are responsible for their child), or make it easy to "change 
legal gender", a move that can only encourage the risk of making damaging decisions.
   William McCabe: Yes, this modern, electronic  world often makes it difficult if you don't have the right 
device, card, account, or whatever. That's sad. Those cretins designing these systems should think a bit more. 

  I don’t think wages is the only thing that can make people feel valued. Creating something that looks good★★  
also works! I think it's OK if machines, robots, AI and such take over a number of jobs and tasks. That means 
we haven't to do boring things. The problem is to translate the surplus from that productivity into something 
benefiting everyone. (Though at minimum we should always give assistance to those worse off. (But not at any 
cost try to level all differences.That'd be counterproductive! It ignores the individual, requires oppression and 
slows development.) Eg certain taxes are needed, but those must have limitations. (I won't here go into 
details.) "/Market economy/ needs a large proportion of the population in paid employment so that it can value 
things based on what those people want." Well, paid employment or self employment may be good but charity, 
grants, subsidies also works. Market demand works no matter from where the money comes.   "When the ★★

machines take over /market economy/ fails. " I doubt it. BTW, I replace "capitalism" with the term “market 
economy”. The market is a much more central property than capital.   I know about luminist.org. I don’t care★★  
if it isn't 100% legitimate. For old material, especially, copyright is overreaching what is morally defensible.  ★★ 
Oh, it's easy to fit Finnegans Wake into 500 pages or 350 or whatever! Just use smaller type, tighter lines, a 
more efficient typeface. I have he book, and as I remember it's reasonably tightly set, and the book's size is a 
bit bigger than a normal paperback.
  Garth Spencer: I forwarded the message that Fanac.org wants more fanzines ("European" ones also) to 
Tomas Cronholm, who has scanned some historically important Swedish fanzines. I urged him to contact 
Fanac.org, but don't know if he did.   Well, a groper could be called a leech. I don't like that with Asimov,  ★★
but I guess but his background made him what he was.   Yes, language is often used in a sloppy way.   ★★ ★★
Time to sign off. Do your duty. Do a fanzine! Masquerading, plastic swords and games ain't for real sf fans!

С л а в а  С л а в а  У к р а и н е !У к р а и н е !  


